Griffith Avenue Mobility Measures

Workshop Report
24th November 2021

The following are a list of comments that were made at the Griffith Avenue Mobility
Measures Workshop, hosted by Robert Bourke Architects and Dublin City Council on the
24th of November 2021 online via Zoom.
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Safety and General Use
It is paramount to minimise danger for all pedestrians, cyclists and motorists.
Vulnerable people such as those with disabilities/elderly/children need to be considered
fully in the design.
Road Safety Audit - who does it and who implements any recommendations?
Are there any evidence/studies around motorist behaviour which could shed a light as to
which option would work best?
People with Disabilities:
People with disabilities need to be considered as part of the design:
·
St Joseph’s School for Children with visual impairment – Grace Park Road
·
Disabled parking spaces
·
Interaction of wheelchair users and cycle lanes
·
Assessing vehicles from footpaths
Layout Generally
Width of cycleways are too narrow.
All major junctions should be fully considered and integrated into the design.
Proposals need to be linked to other cycle routes at larger junctions, Drumcondra Road,
Grace Park Road etc
Designs shouldn’t facilitate parking on grass verges or driving on footpaths.
Bus stops
Bus stops interrupting cycle lanes are dangerous.
How will cyclists yielding to buses work safely?
Contrasting colours at the bus stops could help identify them.
There is a bus parked almost permanently outside Ardscoil Ris and this forces cyclists
out onto the carriageway.
Rumble Strips
Electric vehicles are increasingly using the cycle lanes at high speeds.
Rumble strips to slow cyclists down are favoured.
Rumble strips at approaches to parking bays and pedestrian crossings will be important.
Cycle lane colours
The use of colour was welcomed to differentiate cycle lane from road.
What colours are being considered?
Thin layer of red surfacing used in other locations has deteriorated badly. Good quality
material will be required.
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Planting
Planting is an aesthetically pleasing option.
Type of planting, height and maintenance will be very important to ensure planting does
not obstruct views of drivers trying to exit parking spaces.
Need to ensure planting is appropriate throughout the year and doesn’t become a leaf
trap.
Consider the extent of planting along the length of the route.
Floating Parking Areas
Kerb alignment at each end of parking area is also important as last car could get blocked
in against the kerb at the end. Perhaps a buffer zone for manoeuvring could be
considered.
Two cars have recently lost wing mirrors when parked at floating parking spaces, perhaps
cat’s eyes or similar reflectors could be installed along the carriageway side of the
parking bays.
Lighting
It is important that the cycle lanes are visible at night.
If lights are in amongst trees, a lot of light is lost.
Could low level downlights be considered in some locations, for example at planters?
However, low level lights can become covered in leaves or snow.
Lighting should light the cycle track surface (bike lights are often not strong enough to do this)
Leaves
Leaves are a risk to cyclists.
If large trucks are clearing leaves, cycle lane adjacent to parking needs to be cleared also
using a different means.
On Griffith Avenue, wind conditions typically cause leaves to drift across and accumulate
more on the north side of the avenue than the south side.
Leaf vacuum trucks are used in other countries, could these be considered here?

OPTION 1 – Raised Cycle Lane
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•

There are concerns with regard to implementation and drainage.
Dishing of cycle lane in front of entrances is very uncomfortable for cyclists and may
deter cyclists from using route.

OPTION 2 – Level Cycle Lane with Vertical Separators
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Bollards are not generally liked, but the need to minimise danger for vulnerable users
is considered paramount.
Bollards are needed to ensure that vulnerable cyclists are protected.
It is felt that bollards are needed to ensure compliance and keep cars out of the
cycle lanes and verges.
Lower bollards of a solid material are considered dangerous. They can be trip
hazards for pedestrians and dangerous to those who may fall off their bicycle.
Also the bollards may become obstructed by leaves and difficult to see.
Metal can sometimes be hard to see in certain light.
If bollards are required, could timber bollards with reflectors be considered?
Different options should be investigated.

OPTION 3 – Level Cycle Lane with Soft Profile Separators
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If bollards are not installed, people may not abide by the rules. People will drive in
cycle lanes and park on verges e.g. delivery people trying to find houses etc.
Vehicles potentially parking on the cycle lane is a major issue that will need to be
addressed.
Colour coding of the cycle lanes will be vital.
Option 3 would be best for leaves. Large trucks could clear most of the leaves with
manual sweeping required where trucks can’t access.
Enforcement is crucial for the success of this proposal.
Soft profiles makes it easier for cyclists to leave cycle lanes in emergencies etc
Cyclists would need to be able to cycle over the separators in an emergency, so the
surface would need to offer enough grip for this.
May need to retain bollards in vicinity of schools to deter parking in cycle lanes by
parents collecting/delivering children to school.

